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(I) INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a study of the instrumentation tolerances for a

conventional style Michelson stellar interferometer (MS/). The method used to determine

the tolerances was to determine the change, due to the instrument errors, in the measured

fringe visibility and phase relative to the ideal values. The ideal values are those values of

fringe visibility and phase that would be measured by a perfect MSI and are attributable

solely to the object being detected. Once the functional relationship for changes in

visibility and phase as a function of various instrument errors is understood it is then

possible to set limits on the instrument errors in order to ensure that the measured

visibility and phase are different from the ideal values by no more than some specified

amount. This was done as part of this study. The limits we obtained are based on a

visibility error of no more than 1% and a phase error of no more than 0.063 radians ( this

comes from 1% of27t radians). The choice of these 1% limits is supported in the
literture, i

The approach employed in the study involved the use of ASAP (Advanced

System Analysis Program) software provided by Breault Research Organization, Inc., in

conjunction with parallel analytical calculations. A drawing of the MSI modeled in

ASAP is shown in figure 1. The interferometer accepts object radiation into two separate

arms each consisting of an outer mirror, an inner mirror, a delay line (made up of two

moveable mirrors and two static mirrors), and a 10:1 afocal reduction telescope. The

radiation coming out of both arms is incident on a slit plane which is opaque with two

openings (slits). One of the two slits is centered directly under one of the two arms of the

interferometer and the other slit is centered directly under the other arm. The slit plane is

followed immediately by an ideal combining lens which images the radiation in the fringe

plane (also referred to subsequently as the detector plane). The ASAP output (i.e.

fringes) are shown in figure 2. Figure 2a shows a two dimensional view of the fringes

while figure 2b shows a one dimensional slice in x (at y = 0) which is representative of a

fringe pattern that would be used by ASAP in the measurement of visibility and phase.

The report is divided into the following parts:

(I) Introduction

(II) Design of the ASAP programs

(III) ASAP system verification: procedure and results

(IV) System tolerance results

(V) Instrument Error Tolerance Chart

(VI) Report conclusions

(VII) Recommendations for further study



(II) DESIGN OF THE ASAP PROGRAMS

In ASAP one generates objects with a specified size, shape, optical properties, and

location. Each radiation source is represented as a field with a specified amplitude,

phase, size, direction, location, and wavelength. That field is represented by a

decomposition into a weighted sum of gaussian beams. Each of the gaussian beams is

represented by a base ray and either 4 or 8 (4 if the beam is radially symmetric and 8 if

the beam is astigmatic) divergence and waist rays. This concept is demonstrated in figure

3a. The field can propagate by ray tracing the gaussian beams and appropriately altering

them due to interactions with the objects ( i.e. changing their amplitude, phase, or

direction; this also allows for the splitting of beams into more than one beam at optical

interfaces). The field ( amplitude, phase, and polarization) at any other point in all 3D

space can be calculated by ray tracing the rays and summing up the contributions due to

all of the gaussian beams. This method is pictured in figure 3b. More complicated

sources( i.e. objects) can be modeled as the sum of many sources. All sources must be

represented as the sum of gaussian beams with discrete locations, directions, and

wavelengths. In stellar interferometry each point on the source gives rise to a plane wave

incident on the interometer. Therefore, in our models we describe the source as a

collection of plane waves incident on the outer mirrors. Each plane wave is assigned an

amplitude, angle of incidence, and wavelength). As such the source must be sampled at a

sufficient frequency to ensure that the overlap of the replicates of the coherence function

are spread out far enough to be neglected. Figure 4 shows the effect of a spatially

undersampled source (an analogous effect occurs in the temporal case).

Using ASAP several programs were generated that model the MSI. They have the

flexibility to change the object's size, shape, displacement from the optical axis, sampling

frequency, and spectral distribution ( i.e. E(x,y,z,L) for each polarization). Additionally,

the programs allow for the translation, rotation, change of size, change of shape, and

change of the optical properties of any of the MSI components. These programs generate

the appropriate fringe patterns from a wide range of source types and allow for the

measurement of the fringe visibility and phase as a function of the amount of change of

various system parameters.

(Ill) ASAP SYSTEM VERIFICATION

Right from the beginning of this project it was recognized that verification of an

accurate system model was of primary importance since any data generated by an

incorrect system model would be at a minimum a waste of time and possibly even

misleading ( if the error in the model was not recognized). For this reason, this phase of

the project was given an extensive effort. Having stated this, due to the complexity of the

model, errors were discovered (and corrected) even after this verification phase was

completed. Further, it is clear that such a computer model can never be a perfect model



of acomplex,realworld situation,andassuchwill needcontinualcorrectionin thefuture
asthescopeof theapplicationsof themodelis increased.

In a previousMay 30, 1995reportwespelledout the itemsthatwe felt wouldbe
necessaryto checkin orderto moveon to thenextphase(determiningsystemtolerances)
with anadequatedegreeof confidencein ourmodel. Thatlist is repeatedbelow:

Verify Model for theConventionalMSI

arnls

H)
presence

A) Compare fringe output for the "plane wave" source to the results from the

simpler model

B) Compare visibility versus baseline output for the "plane wave" source to the

results from the simpler model

C) Verify two dimensional source 2-D fringe results

D) Check that fringe patterns look correct for various situations

1) Varying slit separation

2) Varying slit width

3) Mirror tilt

4) Fringe visibility for varying source size/baseline combinations

a) source of two points with various angular separations

b) source of many points with various angular separations

c) source with gaussian flux distribution

d) source with a one plus sinc flux distribution

e) asymmetric object

5) Fringe visibility due to unequal intensities in the two interferometer

E) Verify that visibility stays constant across the sub-fields in the presence of

diffraction fall-off of the fringes

F) Verify that the visibility falls off correctly across the sub-fields due to a finite

spectral bandwidth

G) Verify that visibility doesn't change due solely to changes of source flux

Test effect of asymmetrical placement of outer mirrors to establish the

of the extra phase term predicted by the Van Cittert - Zernike theorem

I) Verify that moving the source off axis causes the appropriate phase shift

J) Verify that a symmetrical object gives zero phase at all baselines

K) Verify that an asymmetrical object gives the correct phase versus baseline

output

L) Verify that effect of delay lines give correct phase shifts

Most of these items we were able to verify by comparing the ASAP output to very

straightforward calculations involving primarily the Van-Cittert Zernike theorem, Fourier

analysis, and basic interference theory. Several of these items also fall in the category of

instrumentation errors and there was accordingly some overlap between the system



verificationandinstrumenttolerancedetermination.Additionally, two of the itemson
theverification list weredropped. Item C) (the2-Dsource)wasdroppedprimarily
becauseit addedmuchcomplexityto theASAPmodel. This in tum wouldhaveresulted
in largerprogramsrequiringlongerprogrammingtimes,moredifficult andlonger
debuggingtimes,andlongerprogramrun times. It wasalsofelt thattherewasno
shortageof toleranceissuesthatcouldbe investigatedwith a 1-Dmodel,andthatmostof
thoseresultshadessentiallythesameconceptualbasisasa2-Dmodel(in the 1-Dsource
eachsourcepoint radiatesatwo dimensionalplanewavebut theplanewavesare
differentiatedby anglesthatvaryonly alongoneaxis). Perhapsat somelatertimethe
modelcanbeextendedto includea 2-Dsource.ItemH) wasalsodroppedwhenit was
determinedto beof ratherminor interestcomparedto themanymorepertinentissuesthat
existed.

In additionto theseitemsthatwehadproposedto check,wealsoverifiedseveral
itemsthatwehadnotproposed(someinadvertantly).Significantamongtheadditional
verification itemswasthegenerationof point spreadfunctions(PSF)for eachslit
independentlyandfor thetotal system(bothslits). We did this for manysystem
configurations(slit sizes,slit separations,wavelengths,etc.). Onesuchexampleis shown
in figure 5. It turnedout thatexaminingthePSFprovedto bea veryvaluabletool in
understandingthesourceof visibility andphaseerrorsincurreddueto instrumentation
errors.

All of the itemsthatwecheckedwerefoundto agreewith thetheoryto betterthan
1%. Wehaveincludedafew examplesof themoreinterestingcases.Figure6ashowsa
visibility versusbaselineplot for a sourcewith agaussianshapedradiancedistribution.
As expectedthevisibility versusbaselineis alsogaussianandhastheappropriatevalues.
Figure6b showsthevisibility versusbaselinefor asourcewith atwo point radiance
distribution. It showsthe,correctmoduluscosineshape.Figures7aand7bshowthe
visibility versusbaselineandthephaseversusbaselineplotsfor asourcewith a
rectangularradiancedistribution. The figures show the expected modulus sinc visibility

with the _ phase shifts where appropriate. Figures 8a and 8b show the visibility versus

baseline and phase versus baseline plots for a source with a triangular radiance

distribution. The visibility plot has the appropriate sine squared shape and the phase is

essentially zero (the three different levels in this phase plot are +/- 0.003 and 0.000

radians. They reflect the least count digitization of the model. Figures 9a, 9b, 9e, and 9d

are 3-dimensional plots where the two variable axes are baseline and OPD (optical path

difference) and the vertical (response) axis is visibility. A slice along the line OPD = 0

would correspond to the visibility versus baseline plots that were shown in figures 6, 7,

and 8. Figure 9a is a plot for a monochromatic source and therefore exhibits no change in

visibility with OPD. Figure 9b represents a source of two wavelengths of equal radiance.

Figure 9c represents a source with 11 equally spaced, equal radiance source points (a

sampled rectangle function). Figure 9d is due to a source with nine source points. Eight

of those nine are of equal radiance and spaced equally in wavelength from 1.005 to 1.040

of some nominal wavelength value. The ninth source point is of equal radiance and is

located at a value of 1.13 times the nominal wavelength value. This source was created

by accident due to a file name that exceeded the maximum DOS file length and was



thereforereadin differently thanintended.Nonetheless,for this sourceandtheothers in

figures 9, the visibility versus OPD slices at any of the baseline values were all found to

be equal to the temporal Fourier transform of the source spectral radiance multiplied by

the spatial visibility value for that baseline (i.e. the spatial Fourier transform of the source

spatial radiance function evaluated at that baseline). This is shown in equation form
below:

Visibility= [:_{I(v)},] x [_{I(x)}wxz] (1)

(IV) SYSTEM TOLERANCE RESULTS

In the same May 30, 1995 report as mentioned in the previous section we also

spelled out the instrument errors that we intended to investigate. A copy of the listing

from that report is shown below.

Test effect of instrument errors on visibility and phase for both MSI models for various

source shape and bandwidth combinations

1) Mirror tilts

2) Diffraction effects

3) Unequal intensity transmission between the two interferometer arms

4) Unequal optical path lengths in the two arms

5) Mirror flatness

6) Mirror surface roughness

7) Differential dispersion effects in the two arms

8) Combinations of the preceding errors to ascertain interaction effects

As the investigation evolved we were able to investigate all but two of the items

in the original plan. Additionally, we investigated several items that were not proposed

in the original plan. Item 2) Diffraction effects was dropped because we limited our

investigations primarily to symmetrical system configurations ( i.e. both arms with

approximately equal path lengths). For these types of equal path length configurations

diffraction effects are not a significant effect) Differential dispersion (item 7) was not

investigated because the complexity involved would have required much time that we

decided would be better spent on other issues. The additional items that we investigated

were mirror translational errors, slit location errors, object tracking errors, and out of

focus errors.

In the balance of this section we address each of the tolerance items one at a time.

For each item we present, in part a), our theoretical understanding as to how that type of

instrument error should affect the measured fringe visibility. This reasoning is supported

by analytical calculations where appropriate. We then present the results that we
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obtainedfrom modelingthatinstrumenterrorin ASAP. This is followed by a discussion

of how well the theory and the ASAP model agreed. To the extent that the two differ, we

give our opinions as to the sources of those discrepancies.

This procedure is followed, in part b), by a similar treatment indicating how this

type of instrument error influences the phase of the fringes. The entire process, parts a)

and b),is then repeated for the next instrument error type until all the items are addressed.

Finally, a chart is presented that details all of the results obtained for tolerances at the 1%

error level.

(IV. la) Mirror Tilts: Visibility

The first item is mirror tilt. We have identified three possible mechanisms that

can lead to an error in measured visibility due to mirror tilt errors. The first occurs in the

case where the tilt is severe enough to cause the beam in the arm with the tilted mirror to

not entirely fill the slit. When this happens there is a reduction in the visibility by a

multiplicative factor of 2 I'_lI_/(II+I2). This problem is compounded when the tilt is on

the outer mirror. In this case the displacement of the beam at the slit for a given tilt angle

is greater due to the longer tilted path length and there can be a loss of radiation due to

improper aiming of the beam both at the inner mirror and at the slit. Since the slit is not

filled on the side with the tilted mirror, the irradiance value on that side will be less than

the value from the other side and the multiplicative factor will be less than one (i.e. a drop

in the measured visibility). The extent of this effect is related to the system configuration

and is particularly sensitive to the length of the afocal reduction telescopes because the

tilt angle increases by the reduction ratio inside the telescope leading to an increased

displacement per path length inside the reduction telescope (in our system that is a factor

of 10x). There is also an additional visibility reduction due to the tilt which causes the

point spread function of the slit with the tilted beam to be centered slightly offthe optical

axis. This is because the visibility is calculated in a small region about the optical axis

and the fact that the on axis irradiance of the point spread function which is centered off

axis is less than maximum. This effect is in practice usually negligible, since the tilt

angles are small and the point spread function for the typically narrow slits is very wide.

The effect of visibility falloffas a function of diminished irradiance reaching the detector

plane on axis, from the slit with the tilted beam, is demonstrated with ASAP outputs in

figures 10, 11, and 12. Figure 10a shows the beams superimposed onto the left and right

slits. Figure 10b show the fringes with a visibility of 1.0. In this case the average flux

per unit area was about 84.5 in both arms. Figure 11 a shows the beams superimposed

over the left and right slits for a MSI with the right inner mirror tilted by 0.0004*. It can

be seen that the beam in the right arm is tilted slightly up relative to slit. Nonetheless for

the tilt value of 0.0004* most of the irradiance gets to the region of interest and there is

only about 0.5% drop in visibility (there is a noticeable shifting of the fringes). For the

case of 0.00150 of inner mirror tilt as shown in figures 12a and 12b the flux in the

visibility calculation region is about 84.5 from the untilted arm and 1.5 from the tilted

arm. This accounts for the drop in visibility to about 26%.
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A final error in visibility dueto mirror tilt errorsarisesbecausetheamountof
phaseshift dueto mirror tilt is slightly differentfor eachsourcepoint. Thiseffect is
explainedin figures13,14,and15.Figure13showsthechangein OPD(AOPD)dueto
an innermirror tilt error for anon-axissourcepoint. In thiscasetheAOPD is 2tx2z.

Figure 14 shows the AOPD due to an inner mirror tilt error for an off-axis source point

with the source angle in the same direction as the mirror tilt (incoming ray above the

axis). In this case the AOPD is (2a-20)Z. Figure 15 shows the AOPD due to an inner

mirror tilt error for an off-axis source point with the source angle in opposite direction to

the mirror tilt (incoming ray below the axis). In this case the AOPD is (2ct+20)Z. Due to

the different AOPD's of each source point, the fringe due to each source point will shift

by a different amount than the fringes due to the other source points. This in turn will

lead to a change in visibility. This effect is not very significant for astronomical

applications because it is only significant for cases where the mirror tilt (a) is of

significant amount and the angular subtense of the source is of the same order of

magnitude as the mirror tilt (i.e. 20 _ _t). In most interesting astronomical cases 0 is very

small. An example of this third type of mirror tilt effect is demonstrated in ASAP and

displayed in figures 16a and 16b. In figure 16a there is no tilt error (tx = 0) and the

measured visibility is 0.004. In figure 16b the inner mirror tilt error is 0.002 ° and the

measured visibility is 0.011. It is interesting to note that due to this differential shifting

of the fringes of each of the source points, the visibility for the tilted mirror case actually

went up relative to the untilted case. ASAP models all of these effects very accurately

(they where checked to better than 0.1%)

(IV. lb) Mirror Tilt: Phase

Whenever one of the interferometer mirrors is tilted it causes the beam reflected

off of that mirror to take a different path to the detector plane than it would for the

untilted case. In general the length of that path is different for the tilted versus untilted

cases. For the measurement of small astronomical objects and significant amounts of

mirror tilt, the tilted path is usually longer than the untilted path. Figure 17 demonstrates

this concept by calculating the change in path length due to a tilted inner mirror for an on-

axis source point. Just as mentioned above in the visibility part, it can be seen from this

figure that the most critical part of the system is the afocal reduction telescope because

the angle inside the telescope is multiplied by the reduction ratio. The reduction

telescope is even more critical in the phase case than in the visibility case. In the

visibility case the beam displacement is proportional to the tangent of the tilt angle. For

small angles the tangent of the angle is equal to the angle itself. In the phase case, for

small angles, the change in path length (as shown in figure 17) is proportional to the

square of the tilt angle. In our ASAP model the reduction telescope has a 10:1 reduction

ratio which means that the change in OPD per unit length is 100 times greater inside the

reduction telescope than it is in the rest of the interferometer. For this reason it would be

beneficial to reduce the length of the reduction telescopes. This in turn raises some

difficult optical design issues which we have not addressed in this study. This change in

path length in one arm of the interferometer leads to a shifting of the fringes when
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combinedwith thebeamfrom theotheruntiltedarm. Theamountof this shift of the

fringes is proportional to the change in path length in the tilted arm. When examining the

effect on off-axis source points the situation is more complex. As shown in figures 14

and 15, the change in path length for an off-axis point is proportional to (2ctE-2a0)Z for a

source point whose angle is in the same direction as the mirror tilt or (2ctE+2a0)Z for a

source point whose angle is in an opposite direction from the mirror tilt (where a is the

tilt angle of the mirror and 0 is the incoming angle of the off-axis source point). The

second term in this expression (2ot0)Z contains the contribution due to the source point

being off-axis. This was the part discussed in the visibility section, that can give rise to a

change in visibility due to the fringes from different source points shifting by different

amounts. For sources that are symmetrical about the optical axis the +® source point

shift will be equal and opposite to the shift of the -® source point. Therefore, for a

symmetrical source the net fringe shift will be the same as for the on-axis point. Even for

sources that are not symmetrical about the optical axis, this effect is only significant when

both ct and 0 are relatively large. For these reasons and the fact that it is not significant in

astronomical observations we did not investigate the extent of this phase shift in our
ASAP model.

Figure 18 shows the AOPD induced if the outer mirror is tilted by an angle ct. It

is clear from that figure that this case generates a AOPD that is equal to the sum of the

AOPD induced by an inner mirror tilted by an angle ct plus an additional term equal to

2a2X (where X is the distance between the outer and inner mirrors).

Plots of phase shift as a function of inner mirror tilt angle, generated by our ASAP

model, is shown in figure 19. The phase shifts for each inner mirror are the same

magnitude as the phase shifts for the other inner mirror but are opposite in sign, as they

should be. Additionally the plots display a parabolic form as predicted by the theory.

Nonetheless, it is clear that the plots do not exactly match the theory. Two major

discrepancies between the theory and the ASAP plots appear. First, the amount of phase

shift for a given tilt value is not symmetrical about the zero tilt line. Secondly, the phase

shift values dip slightly into a region representing phase shifts of the opposite sense.

Figure 20 shows plots of phase shift as a function of tilt of the left inner mirror for both

the calculated values based on our theory and the values generated by the ASAP program.

We have not yet determined the source of these problems but suspect that it may be due

to either how the ASAP program handles the phase of the field as it propagates through

the slit or how it treats the phase as it propagates through the afocal reduction telescopes.

We have some ideas as to how to improve this situation and will be trying them in the

near future. As it stands now, we can use the current program for rough calculations of

phase shifts for tilts on one side of the untilted position only. Figure 21 displays plots for

the phase shifts due to tilts of the right outer mirror. Figure 21 a is for a 5 meter baseline,

21b is for a 500 meter baseline, and 21c is for a 700 meter baseline. The amount of

additional phase shift due to travel between the outer and inner mirrors is exactly twice

that which is predicted by our theory. The error is exactly a factor of 2 for all baselines

and for all tilt angles. Although there would seem to be a simple cause for this type of

error, we have not yet been able to determine its source. In order to resolve these

problems in accurately describing the phase shifts due to mirror tilt errors, we have



scheduledameetingwith Alan Greynoldsthecreatorof theASAP software. It is our
feelingthattheseproblemsshouldbesolvable.

(IV.2a) and2b)Diffraction Effects- Not Studied.

(IV.3a) UnequalIrradiancein theTwoArms:Visibility

Unequalintensitiesin thetwo armsleadsto astraightforwardlossof visibility in
theform of amultiplicativefactorof 2I'_l'fllI2/(Ii+I2).The relative irradiances are measured

in the region where the fringe visibility is calculated. Many situations can give rise to

unequal intensities at the fringe plane. Several of them arose as the visibility loss

mechanisms for other instrument tolerances items. In this category we have already

mentioned the case of mirror tilt. We will see this type of visibility loss again when we

discuss mirror figure errors. In ASAP we induced this effect by making one of the

mirrors less reflective. Figure 22a shows the visibility versus baseline plots from ASAP

for an ideal MSI. Figure 22b shows the same for an MSI which is ideal except that one of

the inner mirror reflectances was changed from 100% to 25%. Except for this reflectance

difference the two plots were for systems observing the same source in exactly the same

configuration. The 25% lower irradiance in the one arm leads to the multiplicative factor

of 0.8 which we observed in all of our ASAP computations. Additional causes of

unequal irradiances that we have not yet studied include unequal arm transmissions,

differential polarization effects, and component size errors.

(IV.3b) Unequal Irradiance in the Two Arms: Phase

If the unequal irradiance in the two arms is due to a uniform loss of radiation in

one of the arms, there should be no change in the phase of the fringes. This is exactly

what we observed in ASAP runs such as the one used in figure 22. If however, the

radiation in one arm is attenuated differently for different source points there will in

general be a shifting of the fringes. This type of phase shift was not studied.

0V.4a) Unequal Optical Path Lengths in the Two Arms: Visibility

The visibility for a monochromatic observation should not change due to unequal

path lengths. This is what we observed in our ASAP runs.

(IV.4b) Unequal Optical Path Lengths in the Two Arms: Phase

Unequal optical path lengths in the two arms will give rise to a phase shift of the

fringes equal in amount to the OPL difference (both measured in wavelengths or fringes).

For this reason it is important to keep the optical path lengths of the two arms equal. One

source of this inequality we have already discussed in the section on mirror tilt. Other

possible sources of this type of error include different amounts of phase shift on reflection

offvarious system components and different distances between components. We did not
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model thepath lengtherrorsdueto differentphaseshiftsonreflectionbutwedid model
thedifferentdistancesbetweencomponents.We did thisby makingthedelay line longer
in onearmthanin theother. Ourdelaylines were made up of four 45 ° mirrors (two

stationary and two moveable). The results of some of those rtms are presented in figure

23. The plots in figures 23a and 23b are identical even though figure 23a represents no

path length difference and figure 23b represents a path length difference of-5.5 x 10 .7

meters. The reason for this is that the wavelength of the measured radiation is also 5.5 x

10.7 meters and the fact that there is a 2 rt ambiguity in the measurement of a phase shift

by the ASAP program whenever the phase shift is measured in a single step. The

program can track absolute phase shift provided that the large phase shift values are the

result of a series of smaller measured steps. In figure 23c and 23d the induced path

difference has a magnitude of 2 x 10.7 but in opposite directions. They both show phase

shifts of 2.285 radians as they should.

(IV.5a) Mirror Flatness: Visibility

If there are figure errors on the mirrors it can lead to a reduction in the measured

visibility. If the mirrors are not flat, but instead have some other surface figure, there will

be an induced aberration in the image produced by the arm of the interferometer that

contains the deformed mirror. Whether or not this figure error is sufficient to cause a

significant visibility error depends on several competing factors. If the beam from the

aberrated mirror grossly overfills the slit, the effect of the aberration is minimized. If for

instance the mirror has 1 wave of curvature (p2) across its surface (at Pm_) but the image

of the mirror on the slit is 4 times greater than the slit then the maximum curvature across

the slit is only (1/4) 2 = 1/16 wave at the edge of the slit (at Pmax/4). This reduction of

effect, due to the slit being smaller than the image of the mirror, is even greater for higher

order tegns than for lower order terms. If for instance, the aberration of the mirror was 1

wave of 04 and the m_rror  age is 4 times greater than the slit then at the edge of the slit

the maximum wavefront error is (1/4) 4 = 1/256 waves. Therefore this first of the

competing factors is that if the image of the aberrrated mirror at the slit is much larger

than the slit then the aberration is reduced and lower order terms dominate

Also if the slits are small then the diffraction limited image of each arm of the

interferometer will be very wide and this diffraction effect will have a greater effect on

the image near the optical axis than will the figure errors (of reasonable amounts) in the

mirrors.

Finally, if the slits are of sufficient width so that the diffraction image from each

arm is relatively narrow and the effect of the mirror figure error that falls within the

bounds of the slit is large enough, then the image of the arm with the mirror figure error

will be significantly degraded when compared to the other arm (without the aberrated

mirror). In this case much of the on axis irradiance in the aberrated arm image will be

shifted to points off axis. As a consequence of this the on-axis irradiance value in the

aberrated ann will drop below the value of the on-axis irradiance from the unaberrated

arm. When this happens the visibility will drop offby the 2 Iq'--lI½/(I|+I2) factor that was
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discussedbefore.This theoryis oversimplifieddueto usingtheon-axisirradiancevalues
whenthevisibility calculationwindowin theASAPmodelis 40micrometerswide. We
observedthis effect in ourASAPmodel. By placing1.6wavesof p5deformationacross
oneof themirrors andusinga 16mmwide slit wewereableto observetheon-axis
irradiancein thatarmto dropfrom 1.912x 106 to 7.555 x 105. This caused a visibility

reduction factor of 0.901. The measure visibility dropped from the ideal value of 0.947 to

0.859 which agrees with 0.947 x 0.901 = 0.853 to better than 1%. The point spread

functions for the two arms and the measured fringes are shown in figure 24.

(IV.5b) Mirror Flatness: Phase

Because of the deformation of the mirror, the path length for the wavefront on the

aberrated side will be increased (or decreased depending on the direction of the

deformation) by an amount twice that of the deformation of the mirror. The fringes will

get phase shifted by an amount equal to the average of the phase shift across the slit in

waves or radians. We have recently developed an ASAP program to model this phase

shift. So far we are getting results that contain up to 20% errors in matching the theory.

Figure 25 shows the wavefront phase plot (in waves) across the slit in the arm with the

deformed mirror along with the corresponding fringe plot for three cases of inner mirror

figure error. Figures 25a and 25b show the phase plot and fringes for systems with +1

waves/meter and -1 waves/meter of linear figure error on one of the 0.2 meter diameter

inner mirrors. This leads to a maximum phase difference of about 0.15 waves compared

with the nominal value of about 0.02 waves. The fringes are shifted by about 0.09 waves

which does not exactly match with an average of half the maximum (i.e. 0.15/2 = 0.075).

Probably the average value is higher than 0.075 when one accounts for the strange shape

of the phase plots at the edges of the slits. We have not yet had time to determine

whether these artifacts are real or some problem with the program. Figure 25c shows the
• 2 o

same type of plots for the case of a system w_th 40 waves/meter of quadratic figure error

across a 0.2 meter diameter inner mirror. This causes a maximum phase error across the

slit of about 0.47 waves. This should equate to a 0.47 x 2/3 _ 0.31 waves of average

phase difference across the slit. The phase shift from the fringe plot is about 0.25 waves.

The discrepancies between the theory and the ASAP results will require attention so that

they can be reduced to a more acceptable level. They may be an issue of insufficient

beam sampling of the deformed mirror surface.

(IV.6a) Mirror Surface Roughness: visibility

The theory which we employed follows that which we found in the literature 3'4.

The basis for that theory is as follows. Surface roughness, which is small compared to

the wavelength, introduces only phase errors in the wavefront. When the correlation

width of the roughness is small compared to the fringe spacing, then the irradiance can be

replaced by its statistical average. Assuming a gaussian surface height distribution with a

standard deviation ofcr there is a reduction in visibility due to the roughness by a

multiplicative factor of exp[-8n202/_2]. We modeled this in ASAP using a gaussian
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randomsurfaceheightdistributionwith varyingvaluesof t_/_. from 0.02 to 0.12 which is

shown in figure 26a. Figure 26b is a plot with the same ASAP values as in 26a shown in

dashed line and the theoretical values in solid line. The match is very good out to about

cr/L = 0.09, and can be improved to better accuracy through better choice of the program

micro-roughness parameter that determines the amount of light scattered out of the

specular beam.

(IV.6b) Mirror Surface Roughness: Phase

Since the surface irregularities are small compared to the wavelength (We used

(C/_,)MAX < 0.15) there are only slight changes in the phase of the wavefront.

Additionally, the random variation in surface heights with a zero mean tends to average

out to a zero net phase shift. This is what we observed in ASAP.

(IV.7a) and 7b) Differential Dispersion in the Two Arms - for the reasons stated in the

beginning of this section, we did not study this effect.

(IV.8a) and 8b) Combinations of Errors: Interaction Effects - Covered at the End of This

Section

(IV.9a) Mirror Translational Errors: Visibility

If one of the inner mirrors is laterally misplaced such that it is either farther from

or closer to the optical axis than the other (correctly placed) inner mirror it will not cause

a change in the visibility unless the misplacement is enough to cause less radiation to pass

through the slit. This is a very manageable tolerance. If one of the outer mirrors is

laterally misplaced it will lead to an error in visibility due to the fact that the actual

baseline will be slightly different than the baseline to which the measured visibility is

assigned. In fact, if one ignores practical issues such as diffraction effects, dispersion

effects, etc., the visibility is only a function of the total outer mirror separation since the

coherence function that it is measuring is spatially shift invariant.

(IV.9b) Mirror Translational Errors: Phase

Whenever one of the inner mirrors is laterally misplaced it changes the optical

path length in that arm which gives rise to a phase shift of the fringes equal in magnitude

to the change in OPL (measured in waves or radians). This concept is diagrammed in

figure 27. We were able to accurately model this in ASAP. Figure 28 shows the fringe

output for a run where the left inner mirror (ne.gsative x side) is moved further to the left
(more negative in x) by an amount of 4.0 x 10 meters. This displacement to the left, of

the left inner mirror, shortens the path length in the left arm by 4.0 x 10-8 meters (= 0.073

waves or 0.46 radians @ _, = 0.55 x 10 -6 meters). This in turn causes the zero OPD fringe

to shift to the right by Ax = 0.57 _tm (also 0.073 waves or 0.46 radians of fringe). Note

12



that aswe indicatedin part9a,thevisibility isunchangedfrom its idealvalueduesolely
to thesourceangularsubtense,thewavelengthof theradiation,andthebaseline.

(IV. 10a)Slit LocationErrors:Visibility

Whenoneof theslits is misplacedlaterallyfrom its correctpositionthereis no
changein visibility unlessit is misplacedby enoughto causethebeamto not fill the
entireslit. Thereisa smallshift in thefringefrequencyby anamountequalto 8/2_,z
(where8 is theamountof thedisplacement,_,is theradiationwavelength,andz is the
perpendiculardistancefrom theslit planeto thefringeplane. Boththevisibility
stationarityandthefringefrequencychangewereobservedin theASAP model.

(IV. 10b)Slit LocationErrors:Phase

Thelateralmisplacementof oneof theslitshasnoeffecton thefringephasesince
theideal lenscausesall collimatedbeamsto havethesameOPL to focalpoint onaxis.

(IV. 11a)ObjectTrackingErrors:Visibility

An objecttrackingerror causestheobjectbeingobservedto bedisplacedoff from
thesystemopticalaxis. Makinguseof theFourierrelationshipbetweenthesource
brightnessandthespatialcoherencefunction(VanCittert- Zerniketheorem)andthe
shift theoremof Fourieranalysisindicatesthatthis shift of theobjectoff from theoptical
axis inducesa phaseshift but nochangein themodulusof thecoherencefunction.
Therefore,thereshouldbenochangein thevisibility dueto this typeof error. This is
whatwe observedin ourASAPprograms.

(IV.11b) Object Tracking Errors: Phase

As indicated above in the visibility section, there is an induced phase shift due to

a tracking error. The argument of this phase shift term is 2no_B/_, (where o_ is the angular

displacement of the source off from the optical axis, B is the baseline of the MSI, and _, is

the wavelength value used for the measurement). Therefore, the phase shift increases by

an additional 2n amount every time the quantity o_B/_, increases by one. This amount of

phase shift was obtained in all of our ASAP trials with tracking errors. ASAP plots of

phase as a function of baseline for equal and opposite amounts of tracking error are
. . -9 •

shown in figure 29. In figure 29a the source displacement error is 9.82 x 10 radlans

(2.03 milli arc seconds) to the left of the optical axis and _, = 0.55 x 10"6 meters. In figure

29b the source is displaced to the right of the optical axis. Note that both plots show the

appropriate n phase discontinuity where the sinc-shaped coherence function goes through

a zero.

(IV. 12a) Out of Focus Errors: Visibility

13



Whenthedetectoris locatedin aplaneotherthantheplaneof bestdiffraction
focus,thepoint spreadfunctionsof the individualslitsdonot lie on theopticalaxisbut
insteadarelocatedsymmetricallyoneithersideof theopticalaxis. Whetheragivenslit
is on theleft or right sideof theopticalaxisdependsonwhetherthedetectorplaneis in
front of or behindbestfocus. Thelocationof thezeroOPDfringedueto eachof the
sourcepointsis a functionof thetwopathlengthsfrom thatsourcepoint throughthetwo
armsto thedetectorplane. Therefore, they are essentially unaffected by this out of focus

situation. Also, even though the images formed by the two slits do not overlap each other

on the optical axis, the offset from the optical axis by one of the slit images is equal in

magnitude and opposite in direction to the offset of the other image. Therefore: (1) the

locations (phases) of the fringes, due to each of the source points, are unchanged and (2)

the irradiance values from both arms, in a small region around the optical axis where the

visibility is calculated, are reduced but equal to each other. Therefore, the visibility

remains unchanged. There is a problem that can arise if this defocus is large enough to

cause a significant irradiance fall-off. This is because in most cases of interest the signal

to noise ratio is critical in determining how well the visibility can be measured. Because

of this, a large drop in irradiance (i.e. signal) is a problem, even though it does not change

the signal visibility. Figure 30 show ASAP plots of this situation. Figure 30a is a plot

with a 20 mm wide window which displays the two slit images for a detector plane 0.25

meters in front of best focus for a system where the focal length is 10 meters (the fringes

are not completely resolved due to a plot resolution issue but are correct within the image

data). Figure 30b shows a plot of the same image data which is only 40 _m wide. Note

that the visibility value is unchanged, relative to the in focus value shown in figure 30c,

but the image plane irradiance is reduced from a maximum irradiance of 900 (for the in

focus case) to a value of 2.5.

(IV. 12b) Out of Focus Errors: Phase

Due to the same reasons given above in the visibility part there is also no phase

shift for the out of focus case. This can be seen to be modeled correctly in ASAP also in

figure 30.

(IV. 13a) Combinations of Errors (Interaction Effects): Visibility

We have just begun to generate ASAP runs with multiple instrumentation errors.

Early results include a run where there was mirror tilt, mirror lateral placement error, and

surface figure error (all on the same inner mirror). Runs were also made where the three

errors were induced one at a time. It is interesting to note that the visibility of the

combination run (figure 3 la) was 0.995 (the error-free visibility is 0.999) while the

visibility of the run with only surface figure error was 0.948 (figure 3 lb). This suggests

that somehow the addition of the other two instrument errors diminished the reduction of

visibility effect due to the surface error. We have not yet had a chance to consider why

this might happen.
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(IV. 13b)Combinationsof Errors(InteractionEffects):Phase

We lookedat thephaseeffectsfor thesamerun referredto abovein thevisibility
portionwheretherewasmirror tilt, mirror lateralplacementerror,andsurfacefigureerror
(all on thesameinnermirror). Thetotalphaseshift was-1.1883radians(figure 3la).
Runswerealsomadewhereeachof thethreeerrorswereinducedoneatatime (figures
31b, 31c,and31d.. Thesumof thethreephaseshiftsdueto theoneatatime runswas-
1.1212.In this casethephaseshift dueto thethreeerrorsin combinationwas6%greater
thanthesumof theoneatatime runs.
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(V) Instrument Error Tolerance Chart (1% Error Limits)

INSTRUMENTATION ERROR VISIBILITY (1%) ERROR PHASE (1% OF WAVE ERROR)

TYPE

1. MIRROR TILT INNER MIRROR +0.0005 °

3. UNEQUAL IRRADIANCE

BETWEEN TWO ARMS

IRRADIANCE IN ONE ARM =

75% IRRADIANCE OF THE

OTHER ARM

INNER MIRROR +0.00016 °

OUTER MIRROR(BASELINE

DEPENDENT)

BASELINE = 100m: +0.00015 °

=200m: ±0.00014 °

=500m: _+0.00012 °

NO PHASE EFFECT

4. UNEQUAL OPTICAL PATH NO VISIBILITY EFFECT _, x 0.01=5.5 nm (@_.=550nm)

LENGTHS IN TWO ARMS

5. MIRROR FLATNESS

6. MIRROR SURFACE

ROUGHNESS

9. MIRROR LATERAL

PLACEMENT ERRORS

10. LATERAL SLIT LOCATION

ERRORS

11. OBJECT TRACKING ERRORS

COMPLICATED FUNCTION

OF AMOUNT AND TYPE OF

FIGURE ERROR AND SLIT

SIZE

c//X=0.011

O"= STD. DEV OF SURFACE

HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION/_L =

WAVELENGTH

INNER MIRROR: NO VIS.

EFFECT

OUTER MIRROR:

MEASURED VISIBILITY

ASSIGNED TO INCORRECT

BASELINE

NO VISIBILITY EFFECT

UNLESS ERRROR LARGE

ENOUGH TO CAUSE

IRRADIANCE TO DROP ON

ONE SIDE OF SLIT

NO VISIBILITY EFFECT

NO VISIBILITY EFFECT

(LARGE ERROR WILL

CAUSE DROP IN SIGNAL TO

NOISE RATIO)

12. OUT OF FOCUS ERRORS

0.01 WAVE AVERAGE PHASE

ERROR ACROSS SLIT

(WAVEFRONT ERROR TWICE THE

SURFACE FIGURE ERROR)

NO PHASE EFFECT

INNER MIRROR: Xx0.01 = 5.5

nm (@ X=550rim)
OUTER MIRROR: NO PHASE

EFFECT

NO PHASE EFFECT

FUNCTION OF BASELINE

or=0.01X/B (B=BASELINE)

ct=(_.=.55Ft; B=5m)=6.3x104

a=(X=.55_; B=50m)=6.3xl 0 .9

a=(X=.55Ft; B=500m)=6.3x10 "°

(a IN RADIANS)

NO PHASE EFFECT (LARGE

ERROR WILL CAUSE DROP IN

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO)
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(VI) Report Conclusions

We were able to successfully model the Michelson stellar interferometer (MSI)

using ASAP software. Most of the instrument errors are accurately modeled. The few

remaining problems (primarily mirror tilt phase errors) should be corrected in the near

future. Although issues such as mirror tilt and surface roughness are significant issues in

measuring visibility, for the most part the visibility tolerances were quite easily attainable

(see instrument error tolerance chart). The tolerances to ensure correct phase

measurement are quite stringent. As seen from the tolerance chart, in order to obtain less

than 1% of 2n radians error requires mirror tilt angles correct to within a few milliradians,

optical path length differences between the two arms of less than 5.5 nanometers, inner

mirror placement accuracy of 5.5 nanometers, and object tracking accuracy of better than

1 nanoradian ( about 0.2 milliarcsecond).

(VII) Recommendations for Further Study

Clearly, the possible system instrumentation errors that could be modeled is

unlimited. Probably the most important future work that could be done would be in the

category of combination effects. The parameters of each instrument error for various
combinations of instrument errors can be changed and computer results can be generated

relatively rapidly. Since an interaction between several instrument errors might not be

obvious and a theoretical understanding of that interaction might be complex, it makes

sense to use a computer program as a rapid means to search for and identify interaction

effect candidates for study. Once an interaction effect is identified via the program, a

theoretical understanding of that effect could attained subsequently. The ability to study

instrumentation errors in combination is very important because if there is a coupling or

interdependence between several instrumentation errors they will not be discovered by

examining one error type at a time.

Other interesting errors that could be studied include: (1) differential dispersion

effects, (2) diffraction effects, (3) optical design for real reduction telescope, (4)

polarization effects, (5) tilt of reduction telescope (6) scattering due to various causes (we

have started to look into this).

A modified version of this program could be used to study real existing stellar

interferometers or new concepts such as the three satellite configuration.
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By using a computer model based on the applications language: "Advanced System
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Figure Caption List

Figure 1: Oblique drawing of MSI system as modeled in ASAP

Figure 2a: Two-dimensional view of fringes in the detector plane in ASAP model.

Figure 2b: One-dimensional x-slice of fringes in detector plane used to measure

visibility and phase.

Figure 3a: Gaussian beam as modeled in ASAP showing base ray, w_
divergence rays. _-"__ ?____.

Figure 3b: Pictorial demonstration of the method used in ___

sy stem. _='_i(: _:-;_ -_'_ :-__,_' ::_'_

Figure 4: Visibility plot in ASAP for a spatially undersarr_, ed s_c_:_-,_:_: _ -_

Figure 5: Typical system point spread function. Shown as one-dime_onal x-slice and

as two-dimensional view. _:

Figure 6a: ASAP plot of visibility versus baseline for a source with a gaussian shaped
radiance distribution.

Figure 6b: ASAP plot of visibility versus baseline for a source made up of two points of

equal radiance.

Figure 7a: ASAP plot of visibility versus baseline for source with rectangular radiance
distribution.

Figure 7b: ASAP plot of phase versus baseline for a source with a rectangular radiance

distribution.

Figure 8a: ASAP plot of visibility versus baseline for source with triangular radiance

distribution.

Figure 8b: ASAP plot of phase versus baseline for source with a triangular radiance

distribution.

Figure 9a: Three axis ASAP plot of visibility (on the vertical axis) as a function of

baseline and OPD for a monochromatic source with a rectangular shaped spatial radiance

distribution.

Figure 9b: Three axis ASAP plot of visibility (on the vertical axis) as a function of

baseline and OPD for a source with two spectral wavelengths and a rectangular shaped

spatial radiance distribution.

Figure 9c: Three axis ASAP plot of visibility (on the vertical axis) as a function of

baseline and OPD for a source with a rectangular shaped spectral distribution and a

rectangular shaped spatial radiance distribution.

Figure 9d: Three axis ASAP plot of visibility (on the vertical axis) as a function of

baseline and OPD for a source with a rectangle plus displaced delta-function spectral

distribution and a rectangular shaped spatial radiance distribution.



Figure 10a: ASAP plots of beams superimposed over left and fight slits. All mirrors are

in ideal positions.

Figure 10b: ASAP plot of fringes for the ideal (untilted) situation. Shows a visibility of

1.0.

Figure 1 la: ASAP plot of beams superimposed over the left and right slits. The position

of the beams relative to the fight slit shows a slight effect of a right inner mirror tilt of

0.0004 ° .

Figure llb: ASAP plot of the fringes for the case of 0.0004 ° right inner mirror tilt. The

visibility has fallen off only slightly to a value of 0.994.

Figure 12a: ASAP plot of beams superimposed over the left and right slits. The position

of the beams relative to the fight slit shows a large effect of a fight inner mirror tilt of

0.0015 °.

Figure 12b" ASAP plot of the fringes for the case of 0.0015 ° fight inner mirror tilt. The

visibility has fallen off only significantly to a value of 0.267.

Figure 13: Diagram showing the effect of inner mirror tilt on an on-axis source point

Figure 14: Diagram showing the effect of inner mirror tilt on an off-axis source point.

Source angle is in the same direction as the mirror tilt.

Figure 15: Diagram showing the effect of inner mirror tilt on an off-axis source point.

Source angle is in the opposite direction as the mirror tilt.

Figure 16a: ASAP plot of fringes for a source with a very large angular subtense.

System has no mirror tilt error. Visibility is 0.004.

Figure 16b: ASAP plot of fringes for the same source as in 16a but with 0.002 ° of inner

mirror tilt. Visibility is 0.011.

Figure 17: Drawing which illustrates the effect of inner mirror tilt on OPD. The 10x

afocal reduction telescope is clearly the most critical region.

Figure 18: Drawing illustrates the change in OPD due to a tilt error of the outer mirror.

Figure 19a: ASAP plot of phase shift as a function of left inner mirror tilt.

Figure 19b: ASAP plot of phase shift as a function of right inner mirror tilt.

Figure 20: Plot of ASAP generated values and theoretical values for phase shift as a

function of left inner mirror tilt.

Figure 21a: ASAP plot of phase versus right outer mirror tilt angle at a baseline value of

5 meters.



Figure

meters.

Figure

meters.

21b: ASAP plot of phase versus right outer mirror tilt angle at a baseline of 500

21e: ASAP plot of phase versus right outer mirror tilt angle for a baseline of 700

Figure 22a: ASAP plot of visibility versus baseline for an ideal MSI.

Figure 22b: ASAP plot of visibility versus baseline for same source as in 22a but with

the irradiance in one of the arms reduced to 25% that of the other arm. The visibility

shows the appropriate 20% drop from the ideal value.

Figure 23a: ASAP plot of phase versus baseline for MSI with equal path lengths in the

two arms.

Figure 23b: ASAP plot of phase versus baseline for MSI with one arm having a path

length exactly one wavelength greater than the other arm.

Figure 23e: ASAP plot of phase versus baseline for MSI with the left arm having a path

length 2 x 10 .7 meters shorter than the right arm.

Figure 23d: ASAP plot of phase versus baseline for MSI with the left arm having a path

length 2 x 10 .7 meters longer than the right arm

Figure 24a: ASAP _lot of point spread function for the arm containing the inner mirror
with 1.6 waves of p surface figure error.

Figure 24b: ASAP plot of point spread function for the arm containing the inner mirror

without any surface figure error.

Figure 24e: ASAP plot of fringes for the system shown in 24a and 24b. It shows the

appropriate visibility drop.

Figure 25a: ASAP plot of phase versus position across the slit for the arm with the

mirror surface figure error. It shows a linear shape with a maximum value of about 0.16

waves at the slit edge. Also a second ASAP plot of fringes for the same system. There is

a phase shift of about 0.09 waves which is close to what would be expected.

Figure 25b: ASAP plot of phase versus position across the slit for the arm with the

mirror surface figure error. It shows a linear shape with a minimum value of about -0.16

waves at the slit edge. Also an ASAP plot of fringes for the same system. There is a

phase shift of about -0.09 waves which is close to what would be expected.

Figure 25e: ASAP plot of phase versus position across the slit for the arm with the

mirror surface figure error. It shows a parabolic shape with a maximum value of about

0.47 waves at the slit edge. Also an ASAP plot of fringes for the same system. There is a

phase shift of about 0.25 waves which is close to what would be expected.

Figure 26a: ASAP plot of visibility as a function of inner mirror surface roughness.

Figure 26b: Plot of visibility versus inner mirror surface roughness. The same ASAP

values as shown in figure 26a are plotted with a dashed line. The values represented by

the solid line are the theoretical values.



Figure 27: Drawing which shows the effect of an inner mirror translational error on the

location of the zero OPD fringe.

Figure 28: ASAP plot of fringes for an MSI with a left inner mirror located 4 x 10 8

meters to the left of its correct location.

Figure 29a: ASAP plot of phase versus baseline for an MS/with a 9.8 x 10 .9 radians

tracking error with the source off to the left of the optical axis.

Figure 29b: ASAP plot of phase versus baseline for an MSI with a 9.8 x 10 9 radians

tracking error with the source off to the right of the optical axis•

Figure 30a: 20 mm wide ASAP plot of the images from the two slits and a 0.25 meter
focus error.

Figure 30b: ASAP plot of same fringes as in 30a but with a 40 _m wide window.

Figure 30e: ASAP plot of a similar MSI to 30a and 30b but in correct focus. While it

has virtually the same visibility as in 30b, it has a much greater flux value.

Figure 31a: ASAP plot of the fringe closest to the axis for an MSI with one inner mirror

containing surface figure error, translational error, and angular tilt error.

Figure 31b: ASAP plot of the fringe closest to the optical axis for an MS! with an inner

mirror with only surface figure error.

Figure 31e: ASAP plot of the fringe closest to the optical axis for an MSI with an inner

mirror with only translational error.

Figure 31d: ASAP plot of the fringe closest to the optical axis .for an MSI with an inner

mirror with only angular tilt error.
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SYSTEM MODEL VERIFICATION
INSTRUMENT PROPERTIES

METRICS: PSF & Fringe Frequency
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SYSTEM MODEL VERIFICATION
SOURCE PROPERTIES

METRICS: VISIBILITY & PHASE
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